Classic examples of pharmacogenomic biomarkers for drug efficacy include genetic variation in the drug target (including its expression level) and drug metabolizing enzymes (DMEs). Recent US FDA approvals of tests for cytochrome P450 2D6/2C9 and uridine diphosphate glucuronsyltransferase (UGT)1A1 have given regulatory endorsement to biomarkers that can improve drug safety by identifying individuals at risk for drug toxicity. Markers that predict risk for disease can identify patients who will have a greater than average benefit from therapy. This creates a new opportunity to enrich clinical trials with patients who are likely to have more events and to achieve earlier drug approval. Markers that predict for risk of cardiovascular, thrombotic and liver diseases may also identify a subset of individuals at substantially elevated risk for adverse drug effects. The adaptive clinical trial design provides a mechanism for incorporating genomic information during clinical trials, while providing sufficient time for diagnostic product development and co-registration with a new drug application.
Genetic biomarkers for drug efficacy and adverse effects have traditionally derived from two sources, genetic variation in the target on which the drug acts, and variation in enzymes that metabolize the drug [1, 2] . Well-known examples of the former are the association of a mutation in the 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor and response to clozapine [3] and HER2/neu overexpression and response to trastuzumab (Herceptin ® ) [4] . Variation in drug-metabolizing enzymes (DMEs), such as the cytochrome P450 (CYP) family, include the CYP2D6 variants associated with slow or rapid metabolism of codeine, tricyclic antidepressants and β-blockers [5] , and dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase (DPD) deficiency and increased risk of toxicity in cancer patients receiving 5-fluorouracil [6] . The US FDA has recently cleared the first molecular diagnostic products for CYP2D6 and CYP2C9 variants [101] and has also required Pfizer (NY, USA), the manufacturer of Camptosar ® (irinotecan), to change its label to recommend testing of patients for the promoter mutation in uridine glucuronosyltransferase (UGT)1A1 prior to prescribing the drug [102] . Despite the general acceptance of the clinical utility of these biomarkers by the US FDA and medical community, some pharmaceutical companies consider them to be isolated cases that, except for oncology, have little relevance to most drugs in development. This has resulted in a very cautious approach to pharmaceutical-diagnostic (Rx-Dx) co-development, where most biomarker identification is performed by inhouse groups. The most common pharma strategy is to consider licensing diagnostic labs or partnering with product manufacturers in late Phase III clinical trials and only if a pharmacogenomic biomarker might be required for drug approval (Box 1). This approach underestimates the complexity of diagnostic product development and registration and may miss opportunities for earlier drug approval. However, the landscape may be changing with a new category of biomarkers for drug efficacy arising from a subset of genetic variants associated with disease predisposition. Furthermore, the initiatives taken by the US FDA via the guideline on voluntary genomic data submissions (VGDS) and the concept of an adaptive clinical trial design (ACTD) will create new requirements and incentives for drug and diagnostic co-development [103] [104] [105] [106] .
Improve drug efficacy or reduce adverse effects? Most drugs are effective in only 30-60% of the people who take them, which would seem to present a burgeoning opportunity for targeted medicine. As a new molecular entity moves through the stages of clinical trials it might have an efficacy/toxicity profile or therapeutic index that falls in any of the three clusters shown in Figure 1 . Highly effective and nontoxic compounds would not benefit from pharmacogenomic markers, nor would those that are highly toxic and poorly effective. However, the drugs clustered in the center of the figure might be significantly improved if a group of individuals at elevated risk for serious side effects could be identified with biomarkers. In addition, the efficacy of less effective, but relatively safe compounds might be improved. In concert with its legislative mandate to ensure drug safety, the first molecular diagnostic tests to receive US FDA clearance from the Office of In Vitro Devices (OIVD) have all focused on variants of DMEs that could be used in conjunction with other medical information to aid physicians in selecting a safe and effective dose of drugs that are metabolized by these enzymes. In the review process, the agency did not require a prospective clinical trial of the device, but allowed the manufacturers to reference peer-reviewed articles in the scientific and medical literature to demonstrate clinical utility for the claimed indications for use. This initiative was welcome news to diagnostic companies, since the duration and cost of such prospective trials for these biomarkers would have been prohibitive. Nonetheless, it remains to be seen whether US FDA-cleared diagnostic kits for these relatively simple biomarkers will be profitable for the manufacturers, since many clinical laboratories already offer similar tests developed and validated in-house, i.e., so-called 'homebrew' assays. Another barrier to developing tests for similar biomarkers of drug toxicity, such as thiopurine methyltransferase (TPMT), which is useful in predicting potential toxicity of certain anticancer drugs, is difficulty in obtaining access to the intellectual property rights at a reasonable cost.
Latent genomic stratification: an example from the Women's Health Initiative Epidemiologists are comfortable with the idea that a population sample may be stratified in multiple ways, and that the different strata may face different risks. For example, it is well established that smokers have inflated risk of cardiovascular disease. Interactions of this sort result in a different set of causal factors for smokers and nonsmokers, and it seems almost inevitable that there will be additional unknown and unmeasured genetic and environmental variables that may interact with the measured variable to influence risk. These issues can be addressed by appropriate stratification of populations based on known variables (co-variates). The challenge arises when we realize that there must inevitably be unobserved causal variables in the form of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), which are so numerous that each patient is unique.
Following a highly successful tradition of largescale clinical trials, the National Institutes of Health initiated the Women's Health Initiative (WHI) to assess the role of hormone replacement therapy (HRT) on cardiovascular and other risks. The hormone replacement arm of the trial involved 16,608 women in a randomized trial comparing the effects of conjugated equine estrogens plus medroxyprogesterone acetate (Prempro™) to a placebo, on the incidence of cardiovascular disease. Another arm of the study included 10,739 postmenopausal women divided into a group receiving conjugated equine estrogen (unopposed estrogen) and a placebo group.
In July 2002, the Prempro study was terminated early, as women in the estrogen/progestin treatment had an increased risk of breast cancer (mean hazard ratio = 1.26) and an elevated overall measure of harm, called the global index [7] . Other risks were also identified (Table 1) : the estrogen/progestin arm showed increased coronary heart disease (mean hazard ratio = 1.29), stroke (mean hazard ratio = 1.41), and venous thromboembolism (mean hazard ratio = 2.11). However, the estrogen/progestin arm revealed some positive outcomes as well, including decreases in colorectal cancer (mean hazard ratio = 0.63) and total fractures (mean hazard ratio = 0.76). It was concluded that the potential for adverse outcomes outweighed the possible benefits for reduction in colorectal cancer and fractures. In March 2004, the unopposed estrogen study was also terminated before the planned date, and a report was published indicating a significantly inflated risk of stroke (mean hazard ratio = 1.39), but other clinical events and the global index showed no inflated risk from unopposed estrogen [8] .
Despite the massive scale of the WHI study, the number of observed cases of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) was only 167, raising the question Box 1. Current pharma strategies for co-development of pharmaceuticals (Rx) and diagnostics (Dx).
• Watchful waiting: except for cancer, biomarkers have not been shown to be useful in drug development for any major disease.
• Develop biomarker technology for in-house use and hope a diagnostic test won't be necessary (or will be ready if needed) • Out-license biomarkers to clinical reference laboratories to offer as a diagnostic service.
• Partner with a diagnostic product manufacturer -Dx must have commercial value independent of drug; no Rx royalty.
-Dx company must pay its own costs of test development.
-Access to pharma samples provides enough value to Dx partner.
Genome-based biomarkers in clinical trial design -PERSPECTIVE of whether there might be a relatively small number of individuals who carry a specific confounding risk factor. One plausible factor that could be driving the elevated DVT risk is a major polymorphism in the gene for Factor V Leiden (Arg506Gln) or risk variants in other genes yet to be discovered. This variant allele has a frequency of 0.05 in Europeans, and has been shown to result in greater resistance to Factor V degradation. The resulting hypercoagulation results in a strong association with risk of DVT [9] . Of special interest to this discussion, there is a significant interaction between Factor V Leiden and oral contraceptive (OC) use on the risk of venous thromboembolism in women [10] . Thus, the rate of DVT was 0.8 per 10,000 person-years in a population not endowed with Factor V Leiden and without OC use. OC use, but no Factor V Leiden, yielded a rate of 3.0; no OCs, but the presence of Factor V Leiden, yielded a rate of 5.7; and the combination of OC use and presence of Factor V Leiden produced a risk of approximately 29 cases per 10,000 person-years. Similarly, in another study, there was more than a 36-fold increase in risk of DVT among Factor V Leiden, OC takers, compared with non-Factor V, non-OC takers [11] .
This presents us with the question -could the apparent inflated risk estimated from the whole sample in the WHI study be entirely caused by the interaction with Factor V Leiden and a few other genetic risk factors? If the WHI sample is considered as a mixture, with 90% having the same risk as the control and the 10% with at least one copy of Factor V Leiden having all the elevated risk, the relative risk of DVT in that 10% subsample would have to be 12.47 in order to produce the observed number of cases (Table 1) . This is in fact a relative risk that is comfortably within the observed 95% confidence interval of the risk for combined Factor V Leiden plus OC use. This means that it is conceivable that HRT has no inflated DVT risk unless one also bears the Factor V Leiden allele. Recently, Cushman and colleagues tested several known risk variants for DVT in samples from the WHI [12] . They found that the presence of the Factor V Leiden mutation in the HRT arm conferred a 6.7-fold increased risk compared with the placebo arm of the trial. Variants in prothrombin, 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) and three other genes, had no modifying effect on the risk of DVT in women using HRT. Although Factor V Leiden variations account for approximately half of the effect predicted to be due to latent stratification, known risk factors for DVT are thought to account for only half of the genetic risk for this disease, so it is likely that other unknown risk variants may contribute to the full effect.
All population samples have hidden strata, and the challenge we face as we enter the era of massive genotyping and identification of markers associated with disease risk is when to be satisfied that the associations we observed are not spuriously caused by associations with some unobserved variable. The problem is made more critical when considering treatments that may be genuinely beneficial to the large majority of people, but whose net effect appears deleterious due to a highrisk minority. In the case of the WHI study, one would certainly like to know whether variants in other genes associated with thrombosis explain the inflated DVT risk among the Prempro group. While the benefits of HRT might still be available to women who have no elevated risk for these adverse events, certainly the women who may be at a much higher (> tenfold) risk than average should be aware of this when considering whether to continue or begin HRT. These questions could be readily investigated by genotyping the WHI samples with additional novel genetic variants associated with risk for DVT and the other adverse outcomes. Genetic risk factors for common complex diseases Although the draft sequence of the human genome was published 5 years ago [13, 14] , only a small number of associations of genetic variation with risk for common complex diseases have been published and repeatedly confirmed. The draft sequences involved only a few individuals, and therefore the genome-wide studies that could be conducted were mostly limited to testing common variants. To address the paucity of potential disease-causing polymorphisms, the National Human Genome Research Institute embarked on a comprehensive survey of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in regions of high linkage disequilibrium in the genome. This International HapMap project focused on completing a haplotype map to reduce the cost of future disease association studies [15] . Since only half of the genome appears to contain these conserved regions, the remainder will likely require an alternate approach. Scientists at Perlegen (CA, USA) also characterized whole-genome patterns of common variation by genotyping 1,586,383 SNPs in 71 Americans of European, African and Han Chinese ancestry [16] . To enrich the database with less frequent, but putatively functional SNPs, Celera Genomics (MD, USA) resequenced the coding regions of approximately 24,000 known and predicted genes from 20 Caucasians, 19 African-Americans and a chimpanzee [17] . Missense, nonsense, and regulatory SNPs were then used in a gene-centric approach to genotype multiple large case-control sample collections in Alzheimer's, cardiovascular, autoimmune and other diseases [18] [19] [20] . With this catalog of human variation and rapid cost-effective methods of analysis, it is finally possible to conduct very large-scale gene-disease association studies by genotyping multiple, appropriately consented sample collections where anonymized, detailed clinical phenotype information is available. The absolute necessity for confirming any initial associations with multiple replication studies has been extensively reviewed [21, 22] . Some recent examples of confirmed associations with genetic variation are: complement factor H with age-related macular degeneration [23] , protein tyrosine phosphatase N22 with juvenile diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis and other autoimmune diseases [18, 24] , transcription factor 7-like 2 gene with type 2 diabetes [25] and paraoxonase 1 with stroke [26] .
Identification of new disease indications for existing drugs
The identification of additional disease indications beyond that in an initial drug registration is a major contributor to the overall medical and commercial success of new therapies. The decision on the next disease indications for clinical trials often rests on information regarding disease phenotype rather than on knowledge of an underlying disease mechanism. In addition to identifying potential new targets for drug discovery, gene-disease associations may discover possible new disease indications for existing drugs. For example, variation in the 5-lipoxygenase-activating protein (FLAP) was found to be associated with risk for myocardial infarction in a genomewide linkage study conducted in Iceland [27] . Subsequently, deCODE Genetics (Reykjavik, Iceland) licensed a FLAP inhibitor (DG-031) that had previously been shown to be safe and well tolerated in clinical trials for asthma. In a clinical trial of DG-031 in Icelandic myocardial infarction patients who carried a risk allele in the FLAP gene, production of the biomarkers myeloperoxidase and leukotriene B 4 , a potent chemokine mediator of arterial inflammation, were Genome-based biomarkers in clinical trial design -PERSPECTIVE significantly reduced [28] . Similarly, Perlegen Sciences recently licensed a peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor (PPAR) agonist (MCC-555), which they hope to personalize by using genomic information to guide the treatment of diabetes and other metabolic disorders toward those most likely to benefit [107] .
A source of new biomarkers for enrichment and efficacy Overexpression of the HER2/neu gene is both prognostic for a poor outcome in women with breast cancer and predictive of response to treatment with trastuzumab. Patients who are carriers of the apolipoprotein ε4 allele are at elevated risk for heart disease and also show an increased survival benefit from statin therapy compared with noncarriers [29] . These examples, along with the FLAP study described above, may portend an increase in the discovery of new biomarkers for drug efficacy. That is, as new genetic variants that predict risk for disease are identified and confirmed from multiple case-control studies, they may constitute a new category of variants worth testing in prospective, randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trials of new drugs. Genotyping of 1000 functional SNPs in the Cholesterol and Recurrent Events Study (CARE) [30] identified variants in several genes that predicted risk for recurrent myocardial infarction (RMI) in the placebo arm of this secondary prevention trial [Iakoubova O. PERS. COMMUN.]. Carriers of a risk allele in the myeloid immunoglobulin A Fc receptor gene (FCAR), an important mediator of inflammation, had approximately a 1.5-fold increased risk compared with noncarriers. This excess risk was ameliorated by pravastatin in the treatment arm of the trial; in fact, those at elevated risk had approximately a twofold greater improvement in survival over 5 years compared with the average or unstratified survival benefit (Figure 2) . Furthermore, this efficacy would have reached statistical significance 9 months earlier than was observed in the CARE study. These results were subsequently confirmed in a primary myocardial infarction prevention study of pravastatin. Thus, new biomarkers for drug efficacy may be discovered in a subset of the genetic variants that predict risk for disease. Risk variants for cardiovascular, thrombotic and liver diseases may also predict those individuals at elevated risk for certain adverse drug events (ADEs), for example, those at increased risk for myocardial infarction and stroke as a result of treatment with cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors for rheumatoid arthritis [31] .
Impact on clinical trials
How might biomarkers for enrichment and efficacy be incorporated into clinical trials of new drugs? If known or probable valid biomarkers are used as an inclusion criterion to stratify a Phase II or III trial, the US FDA has indicated that a diagnostic test for the biomarkers must be available for approval of the drug [103] . In addition, a trial must continue to assess ADEs in the group predicted to be nonresponders in order to provide information pertaining to inappropriate prescriptions of the drug.
If an unstratified efficacy trial is conducted and biomarkers are measured in parallel, Temple and Simon have recently proposed an innovative Adaptive Clinical Trial design [105, 106] that could aid in early approval if the drug is only efficacious in a subgroup (Figure 3 ). In this model, the results are analyzed after half of the patients have reached the endpoint. If efficacy in all patients is observed at a p-value of less than 0.04, the drug is approvable and no biomarkers are necessary. However, if the drug is only efficacious in the subgroup defined by the biomarkers, the second half of the trial is continued, with an approvable drug if efficacy is observed at a p-value of less than 0.01 in the subgroup. A critical requirement for this design is a priori planning of the data analysis. Note that the accelerated approval in the subgroup does not preclude the ultimate approval of the drug for the entire population depending on its overall efficacy.
Finally, if pharmacogenomic testing identifies a subgroup in which the drug is efficacious after completion of the trial, an additional clinical trial would be required for validation and drug approval. Comparable guidance documents have not yet been issued by European and other regulatory authorities. Table 2 summarizes the FDA Guidelines on VGDS, where known valid biomarkers are from an accepted test system with widespread acceptance of results [103] . Although the agency has not yet published a list of known biomarkers, it would likely include those mentioned above: DPD, TPMT, UGT1A1, CYP2D6, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, the bcr-abl translocation, Factor V Leiden, and APOE4. Similarly, no list of probable valid biomarkers, defined as 'from an accepted test system, but not conclusive or requires replication', has been published, but it might include C-reactive protein, FLAP, paraoxonase 1 (PON1) and cholesterol esterase transfer protein, among others ( [2] see Table 1 ). The point is that the number of known and probable valid biomarkers will increase dramatically over the next few years as more novel gene-disease associations are discovered, published and confirmed. With the US FDA recommendation that data on such biomarkers must be submitted, and the requirement for diagnostic tests to be broadly available if they are to be used for treatment selection, a substantial economic opportunity for new diagnostic products will be created.
Impact of voluntary genomic data submissions guidelines

Outlook
The US FDA's initiatives on genomic data submissions will change the current pharma strategy on personalized medicine. Companies that are close to submitting new drug applications Genome-based biomarkers in clinical trial design -PERSPECTIVE (NDAs) on drugs that involve known valid biomarkers must submit such data for drug registration. For example, companies hoping to register second generation or mixed kinase inhibitors competitive with imatinib mesylate (Gleevec ® ) for the treatment of chronic myeloid leukemia will probably have to submit quantitative BCR-ABL data as well as DNA sequence information on the ABL gene if they hope to claim a use in Gleevec-resistant patients. Although no diagnostic test for the BCR-ABL translocation has been cleared by the US FDA, there will now be an incentive for diagnostic manufacturers to submit a 510(k) application for such a device, as well as for other known valid biomarkers. Genome-wide genotyping and expression studies are now yielding novel confirmed associations with common complex diseases. These studies will be a potential new source of biomarkers for the enrichment of drug clinical trials and for identifying patients who may have a greater than average benefit from therapy or who have a substantially elevated risk for certain adverse effects. As these biomarkers are published in the peer-reviewed literature, they will evolve from research biomarkers to probable valid biomarkers to known valid biomarkers with a significant impact on new drug development and drug-diagnostic co-registration. The adaptive clinical trial design provides a strategy for incorporating such genetic information in parallel with unstratified prospective drug trials and a mechanism for obtaining earlier drug approval in a subset of patients. Ultimately, there will be a vast opportunity for new diagnostic tests resulting from the convergence of biomarkers for disease risk and drug efficacy. • Testing for known valid biomarkers is gaining broad acceptance. For example, the US FDA's guidance document on voluntary genomic data submission requires that data be submitted for investigational new drugs, novel new drug applications (NDAs) and previous NDAs. It is hoped this will increase the opportunity for new diagnostic and pharmacogenomic tests. • Novel disease associations are being discovered from whole-genome scans and confirmed with multiple replications. Genetic variants that predict risk for disease may identify patients who will benefit most from therapy. They may also serve as biomarkers for predicting some adverse events.
• Adaptive clinical trial design provides a strategy to incorporate biomarkers for efficacy in clinical trials and the possibility of earlier drug approval.
• Retrospective genetic analysis of prospective randomized drug trials may be sufficient to prove pharmacogenomic utility of new biomarkers.
